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Artfully Express Your Love Affair With Quotes!Creative Lettering Workshop will guide your through

expressive mixed-media techniques for creating words and phrases that complement your art and

also visually express what your favorite quotes mean to you. Using instruction and ideas for

handwriting and hand lettering, Lesley Riley (author of Inspirational Quotes Illustrated) also

encourages you to explore your visual vocabulary through stamping, image transfers, stenciling and

more.24 stepped-out projects using a wide range of mixed-media materials10+ letter types (digital

lettering, rub-on lettering, resist lettering and more!)Tips for confidently adding hand lettering to your

workIncludes an inspiring gallery of artists who share their own tips and tricks for creatively working

with their favorite quotesBoldly express your most meaningful messages--in words and in art!
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This is better for the more creative person using lots of mixed media in their work. I was more

interested in creative lettering and less in the art media application. I thought the title was somewhat

misleading.

This book is an inspirational collection of wonderful artists who use lettering in their art. While it does

not teach lettering - it clearly shows some great ideas for what tools to use in a few step-by-step

breakouts. What I liked most about his book is that it gives loads of creative ideas for combining

artwork with lettering in a mixed media environment (with some fantastic quotes.) I was reminded of

a techniques I knew but haven't used recently - using matte medium to "write" lettering, and also



introduced to something new - liquid pencil.

I would love to have this book available for my Kindle as it is so full of wonderful images and

inspiration that I could take it with me when I travel and work in my art journal. This is a great mixed

media art journaling book to have! It has wonderful step by step how to pages adding new

techniques and ideas for making beautiful lettering to go in my art journal!

This book is full of inspiration and information. I love the format. I cannot wait to dig in and try new

ideas. I have always loved quotations and mixed media. I have many, many art technique books

and this will definitely stay on the favorites list.

This book is a wonderful source of inspiration for ways to incorporate quotes and lettering into mixed

media artwork. It also contains some great quotes that I hadn't run across before

This book is a fantastic overview of how to include type into your next project. There were many

ideas that i had not thought and many that have been added to my list of something i want to try.
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